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Announcement

• Presentations last Thursday will be moved to NEXT Monday (23 Nov 2020)


• Topic assignment for individual projects will be released later today on MS 
Teams

🔊



Overview
• Focus: Social Implication


• Readings: R13, R14 (Dr. Strangelove)


• Core Ideas:


1. Computerised Society


2. Accountability


3. Discussion
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Computerisation of  
Just About Everything

• Governments use computers to store information


• Banks use computers to store information


• Major Companies use Computers to store information


• I use papers and pen, but I am the minority
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Computerisation of  
Just About Everything

• Traffic control


• Surveillance


• Air Traffic Control


• Space Exploration


• Scientific Experiment


• Criminal Record and Legal 
Proceedings
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Computerisation of  
Just About Everything

• Military


• Command Infrastructure


• Automated Defence Weapon


• Weapon control systems


• Nuclear Weapons


• Drones
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Problems?
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Science and Public Policy, volume 21, number 4, August 1994, pages 233-248, Beech Tree Publishing, 10 Watford Close, Guildford, Surrey GUI 2EP, England. 

Computer safety 

Computer-related accidental death: an 
empirical exploration 

Donald MacKenzie 

Despite widespread interest in computer system 
failures, there have been few systematic, empiri-
cal studies of computer-related accidents. 'Risks' 
reports in the Association for Computing Ma-
chinery's Software Engineering Notes provide a 
basis for investigating computer-related acciden-
tal deaths. The total number of such deaths, 
world-wide, up until the end of 1992 is estimated 
to be 1,100 ± 1,000. Physical causes (chiefly 
electromagnetic interference) appear to be impli-
cated in up to 4% of the deaths for which data 
were available, while 3% involved software error, 
and about 92% failures in human-computer 
interaction. 

Donald MacKenzie holds a personal chair in Sociology at the 
University of Edinburgh. His contact address is Department of 
Sociology, University of Edinburgh, 18 Buccleuch Place, Edin-
burgh EH8 9LN, Scotland. This work was supported financially 
by the Science and Engineering Research Council (grant 
J58619), the Economic and Social Research Council (grants 
WA35250006 and ROOO234031) and the Joint Committee of 
the above two Research Councils (grant H74452). 

The author is grateful for bibliographic help, data, ideas and 
pointers received from Robin Bloomfield, Nick Curley, Bob 
Lloyd, Peter Mellor, Peter Nicolaisen, Gene Rochlin, Scott 
Sagan, and, especially, Moyra Forrest and Rosi Edwards. He 
owes a broader debt to Peter Neumann and the many contribu-
tors to 'Risks' reports in Software Engineering Notes. 

JUST HOW SAFE, or how dangerous, are the 
computer systems on which lives depend? 
How many lives have been lost through 

failures of such systems? What are the causes of 
such accidents? 

Although there is a large literature on computer 
system safety, it contains little in the way of sys-
tematic, empirical answers to these questions. Pub-
lished discussions often begin by highlighting a 
handful of dangerous failures, but typically make 
no attempt to place these in the context of any 
wider record. 

There is, it is true, widespread awareness of the 
potential dangers of computer systems, and consid-
erable research work and substantial sums of 
money are being devoted to technical means for 
making computer systems safer. This effort to find 
a solution is entirely necessary and desirable. Its 
chances of success might, however, be enhanced by 
detailed investigation of the problem. 

The aim of this article is to indicate what might 
be involved in an empirical investigation of fatal 
accidents involving computer systems. The article's 
contribution to our knowledge of these accidents 
is at best modest. It is based on patently incomplete 
data sources, rendering its quantitative conclusions 
dubious. There are difficulties with its central cat-
egory of 'computer-related accidental death'. 
There are both conceptual and empirical problems 
in its attempt to categorise the causes of such 
deaths. 

Nevertheless, I hope that, precisely by virtue of 
these inadequacies, this paper will spark further 
work on this topic. One of its conclusions - that 
there is a pressing need for public agencies to begin 
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Computer Caused Deaths
• Physical Cause


• Software Cause


• Human Computer Interaction Problems


• Medical


• Military


• Air


• Robot Related


• Automated Plants
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Computer-related accidental death

Table 1. Cases of possible computer-related accidental death (to end of 1992)

Date(s) Number Location Nature of incident Probable main cause(s) Main reference(s) Data
of deaths quality

Physical causes

? 1 USA Accidental reprogramming of Interference from therapeutic Dennett (1979) Poor
cardiac pacemaker microwaves

? 1 USA Accidental reprogramming of Interference from anti-theft SEN, 10(2),6; Poor
cardiac pacemaker device SEN, 11 (1),9

1982 20 South Sinking of HMS Sheffield Interference from satellite radio Daily Mirror, 15/5/86, Fair
Atlantic following failure to intercept transmission l',

Argentinean Exocet missile Hansard, 9/6/86
1982 1 USA Car accident Fire may have caused failure of San Francisco Very poor

anti-skid braking system Chronicle, 5/2/86, 12
1986 2 Libya Crash of US F111 during Possible electromagnetic SEN, 14(2),22 Very poor

attack on Tripoli interference
1982-87 22 ? Crashes of US military Possible electromagnetic AW&ST, 16/11/87, Contro-

helicopter interference; denied by makers, 27-28 versial
US army

1988 1 UK Operator killed by Machine restarted unexpectedly Edwards (nd) Good
computer-controlled boring due to faulty capacitor
machine

Software error

1986 2 USA Overdoses from radiation Error in relationship between Leveson & Turner Very
therapy machine data entry routine and treatment (1992) good

monitor task
1991 28 Saudi Failure to intercept Iraqi Scud Omitted call to time- conversion GAO (1992);Skeel Good

Arabia missile subroutine; delayed arrival of (1992)
corrected software

Human-computer interaction problems

Medical

1982-91 "in the UK Underdosing by radiation Correction factor for reduced West Midlands Good
tens" therapy machine source-skin distance in Regional Health

isocentric therapy applied twice Authority (1992);
(already present in software). North Staffordshire

Health Authority (1993)

Military

1987 37 Persian Failure to intercept attack on Alleged lack of combat- Sharp (1987), Fair
Gulf USS Stark by Iraqi Exocet readiness; possible defective Committee on Armed

missile friend/foe identification or Services (1987);
switching"'Off of audible warning Adam (1987); Vlahos

(1988)
1988 290 Persian Shooting down of Iran Air Stress; need for rapid decision; Fogarty (1988) Good

Gulf airliner by USS Vincennes weapon system human
interface not optimal for situation

Air

1979 257 Antarctica Crash of airliner on Communication failure re Mahon (1981) Fair, but
sightseeing trip resetting of navigation system; aspects

continuation of flight in contro-
dangerous visual conditions. versial

1983 269 USSR Shooting down of Korean Air Autopilot connected to compass AW&ST, 21/6/93, 17 Fair
Lines airliner following rather than inertial navigation
navigational error system

1988 4 UK Collision of 2 RAF Tornado Use of identical navigational Sunday Times, Fair
aircraft cassettes by different aircraft 11/3/90, A9

1989 12 Brazil Crash of airliner after running Incorrect input to navigation SEN 15(1), 18 Contro-
out of fuel system (?) versial

(continued)
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Computer-related accidental death

Table 1. (continued)

Date(s) Number Location Nature of incident Probable main cause(s) Main reference(s) Data
of deaths quality

1992 87 France Crash of airliner into mountain Vertical speed mode may have Sparaco (1994) Fair
during night-time approach been selected instead of flight

path angle; limited
cross-checking between crew;
possible distraction; no ground
proximity warning system

Robot-related

1978-87 10 Japan Workers struck during repair, Workers entered envelope of Nagamachi (1988) Fair
maintenance, installation or powered-up robots; in some
adjustment of robots cases, deficiencies in training

and absence of fences
1984 1 USA Heart failure after being Worker entered envelope of Sanderson et al Fair

pinned by robot powered-up robot (1986)

Involving other automated plant

1979 1 USA Worker struck by automated Absence of audible warning; Fuller (1984) Good
vehicle in computerised inadequate training; production
storage facility pressure

1983-88 13 France Accidents to operators/ Insufficient individual detail Vautrim and Fair, but
installers/repairers of given in source DeiSvaldi (1989) too
automated plant aggre-

gated for
current
purpose

1988 1 UK Maintenance electrician killed Disconnection of proximity Edwards (nd) Good
by unexpected movement of switch, sent signal to controller;
automatic hoist machine not isolated

1989 1 UK Setter/operator killed by Machine cycled when boxes Edwards (nd) Good
palletiser interrupting photoelectric beam

removed; transfer table not
isolated

1991 1 UK Maintenance fitter killed by Fitter's body interrupted beam Edwards (nd) Good
hold-down arm of feed unit to of process sensor; machine not
log saw isolated

1991 1 UK Maintenance fitter killed in Fitter inside guarding enclosure Edwards (nd) Good
automatic brick-making plant observing cause of

misalignment of bricks
? 3 Nether- Explosion at chemical plant Typing error caused wrong SEN, 18(2),7 Fair

lands chemical to be added to reactor

Insufficient data

1986 1 USA Overdose of pain-relieving Error in medical-expert Forester and Very poor
drugs system(?) Morrison (1990)

1989 1 USA Failure of school-crossing Breakdown in radio Emery (1989) Poor
pedestrian signals communications link to

computer(?)
1990 1 USA Collision of automated guided Unclear SEN, 16(1), 10 Very poor

vehicle and crane
1990 1? USA Delay in ambulance despatch Logging program not SEN, 16(1), 10 Poor

installed (?) Unclear whether
death result of delay

c 1983 1 West Woman killed daughter after 'Computer error' SEN, 10(3),8 Very poor
Germany erroneous medical diagnosis

c 1984 1 China Electrocution Unclear SEN, 10(1),8 Very poor
c 1989 1 USSR Electrocution Unclear SEN, 14(5),7 Very poor
? 2? ? Sudden unintended car Unclear SEN, 12(1),8-9; Poor;

acceleration Business Week, contro-
29/5/89.19 versial

Acronyms: SEN is the Association for Computing Machinery, Software Engineering Notes
AW&ST is Aviation Week and Space Technology
GAO is the General Accounting Office
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Tesla Case

• Autopilot fails all the time


• Even when it is trying to 
parallel park🤷
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So what are we talking about 
today?

• We know computers have infiltrated our everyday lives


• We know computers are controlling very dangerous/life-critical machines and 
equipments out there


• How on Earth may we be safe???
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Accountability

Sum
mary
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and Blame, and Responsibility



Blame, Responsibility, 
Accountability

• Blame 

• Responsibility 

• Accountability
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Blame, Responsibility, 
Accountability

• When bad things happen


• Blame 

• Who did wrong


• Responsibility 

• Who gets the punishment


• Accountability 

• Who gets to clean up the mess
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When a computer fails,  
what next?

• Who takes the blame?


• User? Software Company? Operator? Government?


• Who should be responsible?


• User? Software Company? Operator? Government?


• Who should be made accountable?


• User? Software Company? Operator? Government?
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How do we establish?

• Blame


• Responsibility


• Accountability
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Blame?
• Case 0: driver was not using autopilot when he drove over a pedestrian, killing the 

pedestrian instantly.


• Case 1: driver was not using autopilot when he drove over a pedestrian, killing the 
pedestrian. But the driver’s vision was blocked by another illegally parked Tesla.


• Case 2: driver was found sleeping in a Tesla car with Autopilot turned on, the car was 
going for 160kmph when stopped by RCMP.


• Case 3: driver was found playing video games when Tesla car in Autopilot mode 
crashed into the exit barrier and was killed by impact.


• Case 4: during Tesla’s autonomous car trial, a pedestrian woman was missed by the 
software and killed, while the Human participant was distracted.
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Responsibility? Accountability?
• Case 0: driver was not using autopilot when he drove over a pedestrian, killing the 

pedestrian instantly.


• Case 1: driver was not using autopilot when he drove over a pedestrian, killing the 
pedestrian. But the driver’s vision was blocked by another illegally parked Tesla.


• Case 2: driver was found sleeping in a Tesla car with Autopilot turned on, the car was 
going for 160kmph when stopped by RCMP.


• Case 3: driver was found playing video games when Tesla car in Autopilot mode 
crashed into the exit barrier and was killed by impact.


• Case 4: during Tesla’s autonomous car trial, a pedestrian woman was missed by the 
software and killed, while the Human participant was distracted.
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It is easy to blame, but extremely 
hard to remove the problem

• Software goes wrong


• Blame the operator


• Blame the developer


• Blame the company


• Blame the computer


• Blame the society


• Blame parents for giving birth to you
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Problem?

• Hardware/Software flaws are not intentional


• Discovering flaws can take extremely long period of time


• Vaccines typically 5 years to develop
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Problem?

• Hardware/Software flaws are not intentional


• Discovering flaws can take extremely long period of time


• Vaccines typically 5 years to develop
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Problem?
• Computers make much less mistakes than human


• It is illogical to blame the computers


• Hardware/Software bugs are not intentional


• Discovering flaws can take extremely long period of time


• Vaccines typically 5 years to develop


• Who can solve the problem?


• Does eliminating the technology solve the problem?
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Problem?
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Benefit of Technology Harm of Technology

?
?
?
?
?
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Discuss!
• Autonomous Vehicles


• Nuclear weapons


• Genetically modified food


• Cloning technology


• Military Drones, Licensed to Kill


• Artificial Intelligence

Disc
us
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Discuss!

• What do you think, is the responsibility of Computer People?


• Computers enables anyone to create, and spread their creations


• What should you develop?


• What should you not?
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